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中国古建筑系列
Series  of Chinese Ancient Architecture Traditional Chinese architecture is one of the important manifestations in the development of Chinese culture and history. Through the development, inheritance and evolution of thousands of years, it has gradually formed a unique architectural system and artistic style. It occupies an important position in the history of the world and is like a bright pearl, which is still blossomed . This series of books contains exquisite architectural decorations in various parts of North and South China, which are divided into wood carving, brick carving, stone carving, coloured drawing, grey molding, and colored glaze.

  

天工开悟：中国古建装饰 木雕 1
Chinese Ancient Architecture Decoration Wood Caving 1
作者 /Author: 暂无 / N/A                                书号 /ISBN: 9787568039505
装帧 /Binding: 暂无 / N/A                                页数 /Pages:272
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2018.06                                定价 /Price: RMB 268. 00

天工开悟：中国古建装饰 木雕 2
Chinese Ancient Architecture Decoration Wood Caving 2
作者 /Author: 暂无 / N/A                                书号 /ISBN: 9787568039512
装帧 /Binding: 暂无 / N/A                                页数 /Pages: 240
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2018.06                                定价 /Price:RMB 238. 00

天工开悟：中国古建装饰 木雕 3
Chinese Ancient Architecture Decoration Wood Caving 3
作者 /Author: 暂无 / N/A                                书号 /ISBN: 9787568039529
装帧 /Binding: 暂无 / N/A                                页数 /Pages: RMB 288. 00
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2018.06                                定价 /Price:RMB 288. 00
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中国最美的古村系列
Series of the Most Beautiful Ancient Village of China

This book series is intended to report the outstanding and well-preserved ancient villages across the country. It provides 
experience for other ancient villages that haven't been protected and developed. This book mainly covers ancient villages 
in Anhui Province, such as Hongcun, Xidi, Lucun, Nanping and Pingshan of Yi county, Chengkan of She County, Chaji of Jing County and Jiangcun of Shide county, and mainly introduces their historical changes, site selection and planning, architectural features,buildings and landscapes and protection and development.  

中国最美的古村 1
The Most Beautiful Ancient Village of China 1
作者 /Author: 黄滢，马勇                               书号 /ISBN: 9787568023429
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover                     页数 /Pages: 316
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2017.03                               定价 /Price: RMB 298. 00

中国最美的古村 2
The Most Beautiful Ancient Village of China 2
作者 /Author: 黄滢，马勇                              书号 /ISBN: 9787568023436
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover                    页数 /Pages: 327
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2017.03                              定价 /Price: RMB 298. 00

中国最美的古村 3
The Most Beautiful Ancient Village of China 3
作者 /Author: 黄滢，马勇                              书号 /ISBN: 9787568023443
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover                    页数 /Pages: 334
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2017.03                              定价 /Price: RMB 328. 00
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中国最美的古镇系列
Series of the Most Beautiful Ancient Town of ChinaThis book series is intended to introduce many quaint towns and villages across the country, to make readers appreciate the different qualities of different places in China, such as the elegance of buildings in Anhui, the gentleness of water towns at Yangtze Delta, the pristine nature of courtyards in Northwest China, the mysteries and legends of towns in the Southwest, and the delicateness of Hunan and Guizhou. With exquisite pictures and vivid words, it reveals historical memories to people and make readers have a sense of the cultural heritage of traditional villages and ancient towns of 

China.  This is the fi rst book of this series, mainly introducing eight famous ancient towns in southwest China, including 
Luodai (Chengdu), Huanglongxi (Chengdu), Anren (Dayi), Jiezi (Chongzhou), Guandu (Kunming), Shuhe (Lijiang), Shedian (Nanyang) and Fencheng (Linfen).

中国最美的古镇 1
The Most Beautiful Ancient Town of China 1
作者 /Author: 黄滢，马勇 
书号 /ISBN: 9787568018241
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover 
页数 /Pages: 326
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2016.08 
定价 /Price: RMB 298. 00

中国最美的古镇 2
The Most Beautiful Ancient Town of China 2
作者 /Author: 黄滢，马勇 
书号 /ISBN: 9787568018258
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover 
页数 /Pages: 318
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2016.08 
定价 /Price: RMB 298. 00
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中国最美的古城系列
Series of the Most Beautiful Ancient City of ChinaThis book series is intended to introduce the classic buildings and landscapes of ancient cities and their unique and attractive cultures. It is hoped that the publication of this book series can provide some valuable references 

for the on-going ambitious urbanization,  So that new cities can be planned and constructed by incorporating local cultural features and geographical advantages, regional economic characteristics, and the life customs and aesthetic habits of local people.
中国最美的古城 1
The Most Beautiful Ancient City of China 1
作者 /Author: 黄滢，马勇 
书号 /ISBN: 9787568013215
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover 
页数 /Pages: 344
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2016.02 
定价 /Price: RMB 338. 00

中国最美的古城 2
The Most Beautiful Ancient City of China 2
作者 /Author: 黄滢，马勇 
书号 /ISBN: 9787568013208
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover 
页数 /Pages: 342
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2016.02 
定价 /Price: RMB 338. 00

中国最美的古城 3
The Most Beautiful Ancient City of China 3
作者 /Author: 黄滢，马勇 
书号 /ISBN: 9787568013222
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover 
页数 /Pages: 334
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2016.02 
定价 /Price: RMB 328. 00

中国最美的古城 4
The Most Beautiful Ancient City of China 4
作者 /Author: 黄滢，马勇 
书号 /ISBN: 9787568017312
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover 
页数 /Pages: 346
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2016.06 
定价 /Price: RMB 328. 00

中国最美的古城 5
The Most Beautiful Ancient City of China 5
作者 /Author: 黄滢，马勇 
书号 /ISBN: 9787568017329
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover 
页数 /Pages: 346
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2016.06 
定价 /Price: RMB 328. 00
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中国最美的深宅大院 4
The Most Beautiful Courtyard of China 4
作者 /Author: 黄滢，马勇                        书号 /ISBN: 9787568016735
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover              页数 /Pages: 330
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2016.06                        定价 /Price: RMB 328. 00This book mainly introduces five grand courtyards, namely Guanzhong Folk Art Museum, Li's Grand Courtyard (Yuncheng), House of Chancellor Chen Tingjing (for which further information is provided in this book), Kang Baiwan's Courtyard (Gongyi) and Chengde Mountain Resort, all of which are described in an overall, systematic and detailed way covering history, location, layout, buildings, decorations, culture, and publicity, to clearly show the features of each courtyard.
中国最美的深宅大院 5
The Most Beautiful Courtyard of China 5
作者 /Author: 黄滢，马勇                       书号 /ISBN: 9787568017336
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover             页数 /Pages: 338
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2016.06                       定价 /Price: RMB 328. 00This book mainly introduces nine grand courtyards, namely Zhou Yuan Courtyard (Nanjing), Huizhou Merchant' Grand Courtyard, Daotai Wu's Residence, Xue Fucheng's Former Residence (Wuxi),Commander Zhang's Mansion (Shenyang), Mou's Courtyard (Qixia), Wang's Courtyard (Yaoshan), Confucius Mansion (Qufu) and Chen Cihong's Former Residence, all of which are described in an overall, systematic and detailed way covering history, location, layout, buildings, decorations, culture, and publicity, to clearly show the features of each courtyard.
中国最美的深宅大院 6
The Most Beautiful Courtyard of China 6
作者 /Author: 黄滢，马勇                      书号 /ISBN: 9787568025706
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover            页数 /Pages: 324
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2017.05                      定价 /Price: RMB 328. 00

The book introduces some grand courtyards omitted by the fi rst fi ve books of this series. The fi rst 
fi ve books collect grand courtyards of big families nationwide, bringing readers a wonderful visual feast and making readers walk into the grand courtyards of big families built thousands of years ago.  This book chooses those grand courtyards that haven't been reported but are of great historical, cultural and promotional value. The ancient buildings, decorations and culture are depicted with elegant words and exquisite pictures to make readers feel like having a tour in these Chinese traditional buildings.  
VVIP 高端会所设计 4
VVIP Top Club Design IV
作者 /Author: DAM 工作室                     书号 /ISBN: 9787560996936
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover           页数 /Pages: 288
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2016.04                     定价 /Price: RMB 298. 00The book breaks the limitations of traditional clubs and shows readers more varied public venues. It is divided into two parts, i.e. reception center and real estate sales center, and collects 39 good 
cases of clubs at home and abroad.  In each case, a great quantity of high-defi nition real pictures are provided to give an overall sight from multiple angles, including exterior design, interior furnishings and surrounding environment.  Detailed text description is given to introduce the design idea and process as well as the culture and story relating to the design.  
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顶级办公 IV
Top Office IV
作者 /Author: DAM 工作室                    书号 /ISBN: 9787568015455
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover          页数 /Pages: 320
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2016.04                    定价 /Price: RMB 328. 00

The book collects 41 good cases of offi ce completed in recent years at home and abroad, which are divided 
into three types: “large offi ce”, “creative offi ce” and “LOFT offi ce”.  In the book, exquisite pictures and detailed explanations are given to introduce the great charm of top level offices, and the design style, material selection, construction and functional zoning are also discussed in details to show the designer’s wisdom and the company’s brand connotation.  It also probes into the style, color, decoration, material and spatial distribution etc., very rich in content.  
田园风格  空间·物语
Language of Space: Country Style
作者 /Author: DAM 工作室                  书号 /ISBN: 9787568012799
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover        页数 /Pages: 320
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2016.03                  定价 /Price: RMB 328. 00The book collects 44 cases of space in pastoral style, which is featured by freshness, peace and quietness.  
Such relaxing and comfortable indoor environment refl ects the desire for a life in the country.  This book has a clear theme, and the design works in it are novel. All things, no matter the design or the soft adornment, are well matched.  Space designed in this style looks fresh, elegant, noble and unworldly, making people 
have not only a good visual enjoyment but also a quiet heart.  In the book, a large number of high-defi nition real pictures taken  are provided to show the charm of pastoral-style space from multiple angles, and detailed text descriptions are given to explain the designer's ideas and thoughts and the stories behind the design. Therefore, it is very suitable for the professionals in interior design, the persons who want to decorate their houses and the teachers and students in architecture or interior design.
现代奢华 空间·物语
Language of Space: Modern Luxurious Style
作者 /Author: DAM 工作室                书号 /ISBN: 9787568012812
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover      页数 /Pages: 320
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2016.03                定价 /Price: RMB 328. 00The book collects 37 cases of space in modern, fashionable and luxurious style, which is featured by fashion, 
magnifi cence and luxury.  All selected design works in the book look very modern and fashionable either from the perspective of hardware facility or soft adornment design, but each of them has unique features. Each design 
catches readers' eyes for their magnifi cence, elegance and nobleness.  In the book, a large number of high-
defi nition real pictures taken  are provided to show the charm of the space in modern fashionable style from multiple angles, and detailed text descriptions are given to explain the designer's ideas and thoughts and the stories behind the design. Therefore, it is very suitable for the professionals in interior design, the persons who want to decorate their houses and the teachers and students in architecture or interior design.
欧美风格 空间·物语
Language of Space: European and American Style
作者 /Author: DAM 工作室               书号 /ISBN: 9787568012805
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover     页数 /Pages: 320
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2016.03               定价 /Price: RMB 328. 00

The book collects 34 cases of space in western style, which is featured by luxury, elegance, magnifi cence. The selected cases in the book are very representative. All objects as cultural carriers such as furniture, lighting and wall-mounted decors are in western style, making occupants experience western culture without 
walking out of China and making the space more vibrant.  In the book, a large number of high-defi nition real pictures taken  are provided to show the charm of western-style elegant space from multiple angles, and detailed text descriptions are given to explain the designer's ideas and thoughts and the stories behind the design. Therefore, it is very suitable for the professionals in interior design, the persons who want to decorate their houses and the teachers and students in architecture or interior design.
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最具销售力的样板房系列
Book Series of the Most Selling Model HouseThis series takes the design and transformation of  house layout as the key content. It introduces in detail the nine criteria and ten details of the 

good apartment design and has in-depth analysis of the design and layout 
of the sample area in a  model room. The global high-end design cases are 
selected to analyze the design requirements of a model room, and in-depth 
analysis is carried out from the perspective of soft loading confi guration and style design. At the same time, it also gives a detailed account of the marketing planning and promotion activities of the model housing market.

上架建议：室内设计

定价：328.00 元（USD 65.99）

ISBN 978-7-5609--
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II

SALES
最具销售力
样板房 II

欧朋文化 策划 

黄滢 马勇  主编

一套户型，多种优化方案，能助项目增值几千万
全生命周期户型，灵活可变，满足人生每一阶段
爆款户型，二房、三房、多房、别墅总有一款适合你

心不心动看板房
行不行动看户型
九大标准，十大细节，助你定制好户型

开间方正  动静分区  干湿分区
公私分区  通透良好  动线合理
尺寸适中  有用率高  风水讲究

扩大厅房面宽  减少分摊  提升实用率
减少天井  增加单边位  优化通风采光
理顺空间动线  精减通道  增加房间数

户型设计，九大标准 优化户型，提升销售力

上架建议：室内设计

定价：328.00 元（USD 65.99）

ISBN 978-7-5609--
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最具销售力
样板房 II

欧朋文化 策划 

黄滢 马勇  主编

一套户型，多种优化方案，能助项目增值几千万
全生命周期户型，灵活可变，满足人生每一阶段
爆款户型，二房、三房、多房、别墅总有一款适合你

心不心动看板房
行不行动看户型
九大标准，十大细节，助你定制好户型

开间方正  动静分区  干湿分区
公私分区  通透良好  动线合理
尺寸适中  有用率高  风水讲究

扩大厅房面宽  减少分摊  提升实用率
减少天井  增加单边位  优化通风采光
理顺空间动线  精减通道  增加房间数

户型设计，九大标准 优化户型，提升销售力

最具销售力的样板房 1
the Most Sell ing Model 
House 1
作者 /Author: 暂无 / N/A             
书号 /ISBN: 暂无 / N/A
装帧 /Binding: 暂无 / N/A             
页数 /Pages: 暂无 / N/A
出版时间 /Pub. 
Date: 暂无 / N/A   
定价 /Price: 暂无 / N/A

最具销售力的样板房 2
The Most Selling Model 
House 2
作者 /Author: 暂无 / N/A             
书号 /ISBN: 暂无 / N/A 
装帧 /Binding: 暂无 / N/A             
页数 /Pages: 暂无 / N/A
出版时间 /Pub. 
Date: 暂无 / N/A   
定价 /Price: 暂无 / N/A

从建筑到软装  欧美风格二十讲
From Architecture to Soft Loading Twenty Lectures on 
European and American Style
作者 /Author: 贾旭                             书号 /ISBN: 9787568034388 
装帧 /Binding: 暂无 / N/A          页数 /Pages: 316
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2017.12.5         定价 /Price: RMB 268. 00This book starts from the architectural shape and proportion, exploring the cultural origin behind 
style through classic cases. It is the fi rst book to analyze the style culture, shape, proportion and element application of the European style, which attracts the hard wear designers and products designers who are interested in studying European style.  This book mainly explains the cultural origin of the European style. The author combines the content with the background stories of the origin, which are very interesting and will arouse the reader's strong interest in the European and American style.

空间色彩艺术与运用
The Art and Application of Color in Space
作者 /Author: 方峻                             书号 /ISBN: 9787568003926
装帧 /Binding: 暂无 / N/A                       页数 /Pages: 263
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2018.03                   定价 /Price: RMB 88. 00This book is divided into three parts, namely, the development of color, story and exploration. The application of 9 colors of red, pink, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, white and black in design in terms of color properties, emotion, sensory experience and color health are introduced in detail. Featured by the exquisite real picture, the perfect union of theory and actual cases, this book has obtained the international well-known designer’s joint recommendation. 
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如何打造最具销售力样板房
How to Provide the Most Sellable Show Flats
作者 /Author: 黄滢，马勇                      书号 /ISBN: 9787568031509
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover            页数 /Pages: 287
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2017.08                      定价 /Price: RMB 298. 00The book "How to Provide the Most Sellable Show Flats" is very different from the previous books on interior design in the form of content arrangement, because in this book, equal importance is 
paid to theories and cases.   It brings readers much design knowledge, including classifi cation of 
show fl ats, how to determine what kind of show fl at will be provided, how to transform unfavorable 
conditions to unique features, style selection of a show fl at, lighting design skills, principles of soft adornment and color matching, extended uses of a show flat, the construction of the show flats 
provided for the purpose of showing construction methods, and maintenance of show fl ats etc.  
软装实战指南（修订版）
Guidelines for Soft Loading (Revision)
作者 /Author: 吴宗敏                    书号 /ISBN: 9787568025690
装帧 /Binding: 平装 / Paperback          页数 /Pages: 287
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2017.07                    定价 /Price: RMB 88. 00The second edition of "A Guide to Soft Adornment Practices" retains the theoretical content in 
the fi rst edition, and further brings practical cases.  The part of theories explains the principles and 
techniques of interior decoration from the perspective of fi ve major elements, i.e. furniture, lighting, fabrics, green plants and ornaments, aiming to solve problems, e.g. what is soft adornment and why 
and how to provide soft adornment. The part of cases contains many fi rst-tier classic design works issued recently at home and abroad, to demonstrate the intention of each master to create the work, decompose each master' thought of design and reproduce the design process.  
万有引力 售楼部设计 XIII
Gravitation: Design of Real Estate Sales Center XIII
作者 /Author: 黄滢，马勇                   书号 /ISBN: 9787568027090
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover         页数 /Pages: 328
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2017.06                   定价 /Price: RMB 298. 00Real estate sales center, as a miniature of the real estate, will have a look which may be humanistic, artistic, fashionable, dynamic, focusing, sophisticated or luxurious through using all kinds of materials and forms, so as to show the extraordinary quality and good taste of the real estate and promote the sales. This book brings the best cases of the year, including varied styles, to set trend for the design of sales center and also transmit the brand spirit and culture of real estate developers. 
禅意东方 居住空间 XIV
Oriental Elegance and Zen Atmosphere: Living Space XIV
作者 /Author: 黄滢，马勇                   书号 /ISBN: 9787568026475
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover         页数 /Pages: 324
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2017.06                   定价 /Price: RMB 328. 00The book contains more than 40 latest cases of oriental style of this year, all of which are designed by the top masters throughout the world.  Chinese style space always has oriental beauty and Zen atmosphere. The essence of oriental culture is all concentrated in space.  Space atmosphere and space expression methods are two focuses discussed in the book.  Utility, art and aesthetics of space are integrated to create oriental elegance and peace and bring people a tasteful life.
欧美经典家具大全
A Collection of European and  American Classic Furniture 
作者 /Author: 吴天篪                   书号 /ISBN: 9787568024549
装帧 /Binding: 精装 / Hardcover         页数 /Pages: 355
出版时间 /Pub. Date: 2017.06                   定价 /Price: RMB 368. 00The book starts with the origins of European and American style furniture and shows readers the development process of western style furniture from ancient times to the present, to lay a solid foundation for further development of China's interior design and soft adornment industry.  In order to make the book an ordinary encyclopedia for more people, it strives to be easy to understand by using concise language and inserting illustrations, therefore suitable for use as a reference book for schools, the society and professionals.  


